3-D Animation Production Rating Sheet
Not
Demonsttrated

Project Usability

Media not usable

Video plays successfully

Below
Expectations
Media usable but not
submitted according to
event guidelines

Meets
Expectations

Exceeds
Expectations

Points
Earned

Media usable but not
click and play

Media usable on multiple
layers/browsers

0

1-7

8-14

15-20

Concept and/or topic
is not followed

Concept and/or topic
not fully developed

Fully addresses the
concept and/or topic

A user with no knowledge of the
concept and/or topic can
identify based on video

0

1-7

8-14

15-20

No design principals
applied

Contrast, font, sound or
design choice is
distracting

Contrast, font, sound,
and design choice are
appropriate for the
concept/topic

Contrast, font, sound, and
design choice enhance the
experience for the user

0

1-7

8-14

15-20

No graphic design
principals applied

Graphics are distracting

Graphics are
appropriate for the
concept/topic

Graphics enhance the
experience for the user and are
consistent throughout the video

0

1-7

8-14

15-20

Animation video does
not incorporate
information

Animation video
incorporates
information but there
are no sources or
evidence of validity

Animation video
incorporates
information and backs
it up with sources

Animation video incorporates
information in an entertaining
way that is backed up with
sources

0

1-7

8-14

15-20

Video does not
incorporate 3-D
elements

Video incorporates
basic 3-D elements

Video incorporates 3-D
elements that are
functional

Video incorporates 3-D
elements that clearly have been
designed in multiple ways

0

1-14

15-21

22-30

Transitions exist but are
rough and do not flow
easily

Transitions flow
seamlessly and serve as
a logical component of
the video

Multiple types of transitions are
used and all flow seamlessly

0

1-14

15-21

22-30

Flow of video does
not seem logical

Flow does not connect
each element of the
video

Flow is logical and
appears sequenced

Flow is logical including a clear
beginning, middle, and end

0

1-7

8-14

15-20

Video does not
include credits

Video includes credits
but they are limited

Video includes credits
that recognize the
creator, contributors,
and acknowledgement
of materials used

Video includes credits that
recognize the creator,
contributors, and includes
written acknowledgement of
copyright

0

1-7

8-14

15-20

Project Concept & Design Evaluation
Fully address the concept
and/or topic

Color, backgrounds, font, and
sounds are appropriate for
the concept/topic
Graphics appropriate for
concept and/or topic and
consistent throughout the
video

Information related to the
topic is accurate

Project Evaluation
Overall Quality of 3-D
elements and animation

Quality of editing and
transitions

Logical flow of thoughts

Video concludes with proper
credits and acknowledgement
of copyright

There are no
transitions or
evidence of video
editing incorporated

Penalty Points
Project Guidelines not followed

-5

Total Penalty
Grand Total (200 Max)

Name
School
Judge’s Signature
Judge’s Comments

Date

-

